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1
The road vehicle of the future will incorporate an array of

new technologies. In consideration of the still-uncertain

basis of social and environmental conditions in twenty

years, the question arises as to which technology routes

should be followed to meet the needs of future mobility

and to reduce environmental and economical  problems

and conflicts faced by society due to increased mobility.

This refers in particular to energy consumption and the

CO2 challenge, toxic emissions, noise and safety issues.

Note: the challenges of production and infrastructure are

certainly important issues too but they are not a special

FURORE project topic.

The European Thematic Network FURORE - Future Road

Vehicle Research - established a platform of European

stakeholders to discuss breakthrough technologies and

the corresponding research demand for vehicles of the

year 2020 and beyond. The network focused

predominantly on road vehicles powered by internal

combustion engines, but was also analysing the potential

of advanced fuels and alternative propulsion systems. 

Automotive research and development has become a

more international, collaborative effort within and

between research organisations, universities and industry.

The FURORE Network aimes at improving this

collaboration by creating an integrated, long-term

research strategy for the European automotive sector,

based on the specific point of view of research

organisations and universities, providing broad

independent expertise for future research programmes

regarding sustainable road transport.

FURORE was initiated by EARPA, the European

Automotive Research Partners Association. For the

realisation of this ambitious project, several leading

European research organisations and universities formed

a task force. 

The results of the FURORE activities are published as an

automotive R&D technology roadmap and the main

findings are summarised in this brochure. These do not

constitute a recommendation for legislation but rather a

guidance for research. The roadmap is intended to aid

co-operation between industry, research institutions and

universities based on a system approach that integrates

the leading stakeholders from the relevant technological

areas. 

INTRODUCTION 
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The EC aims at a substantial substitution of  the oil-based

fuel market by alternatives (in particular natural gas, bio-

fuels and hydrogen) by 2020. A further objective is the

reduction of the European Union's energy dependency

which will also improve the security of energy supply.

Today, transport is 98 % dependent on crude oil,

representing 67 % of final oil demand. There is consensus

that, if the use of alternatives grows until 2020 in line

with EU targets, the majority of alternative fuels will be

supplements and blends to existing liquid fuel types.

Hydrogen - often seen as the ultimate goal - is another

option. H2-Penetration until and also beyond 2020

depends greatly on progress in solving the challenges of

production and storage. Apart from that it requires

political decisions on prime energy sources which have

not yet been made.

For certain alternative fuels there are still major hurdles -

technological as well as cost-related - which need to be

solved before a major increase in market share can be

expected. However, given the continuing pressure on

CO2-emissions, voluntary agreements are likely to spread

to all sectors. In order to meet EU greenhouse gas

emission targets, as well as to decrease energy

dependency, moving towards alternative fuels alone will

not be sufficient. In addition, overall energy consumption

in transportation must be reduced significantly. Together

with considerable efficiency gains it is believed that this is

the only measure which will lead to success.

2
The breakthrough technologies and the derived research

demand are based on a comprehensive analysis of future

road transport scenarios, voting exercises, workshops and

individual discussions. In general technological targets

can be split up into research targets, engineering targets

and commercial targets. It is essential to mention that

FURORE focuses primarily on research targets. This

means that the potential of a technology to realise

intended technological objectives is examined but the

aspects of feasibility and large-scale production are not

investigated in detail.

View on future European traffic scenarios:
Due to its enlargement to include Central and Eastern

European Countries, the European Union is expected to

be the world's strongest economic area in 2020 with an

estimated population of 450 million (in 27 member

states). More than 70 % will live in urban and suburban

agglomerations and more than 25 % of the population

will be older than 60 years. These are selected criteria

which have to be considered when discussing future

technologies. Future mobility will be focused

predominantly on the citizens and their needs, which are

basically individual mobility and the availability of goods.

By 2020 there will already be positive results of today's

efforts in optimising intermodality and interoperability

among the different transportation systems. Nevertheless,

the road will still be the dominant mode of travel and

transportation and person-kilometers will further increase.

It is possible that there will be subscription systems with

the possibility to use several means of individual and

collective transportation depending on safety,

effectiveness, cost, time and comfort. Citizens will expect

the freedom to choose among the different means of

transportation with seamless transfer from one to the

other and with a minimum of concern for the vehicle

used. Goods transport will increase as well, due to EU

enlargement and integration, just-in-time production and

distribution (both world-wide) and freight and fleet

deregulation to decrease costs and increase competition.

An adequate infrastructure (including physical network

and traffic management systems) will be required to keep

travel time to a minimum, reduce congestion and realise

efficient intermodality. As the establishment of trans-

European transport networks is a prerequisite for future

mobility, much improvement will have to be realised by

2020.

View on future European energy scenarios:
Traffic forecasts for the next 10-20 years show that the

increase of traffic volume and congestion will counteract,

the significant improvement of the vehicle technologies

and the negative consequences of energy consumption,

emissions, noise and safety will further increase. To

enhance the quality of air, future legislation will impose

even lower pollutant emission targets, approaching zero-

impact level, but recognising the diminishing return as this

zero-impact is approached.

VISION FOR 2020 AND BEYOND 
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RESEARCH TARGETS
Car Truck Bus

Fuels 2020: Achieve EU target 20 % substitute fuel, fuel / combustion optimised together, significant depot-fuelled fleets (e.g. bus) using CNG and H2

2030: Routemap to sustainable transport identified and enacted

CO2 / GHG 2020: 95 g/km 2020: -10 % on today 2020: -40 % on today
(Fleet average) 2030: 80 g/km

Emissions 2020:: 50 % EU IV + PM 0.1 control 2020: NOx <25 % EU IV, PM <50% EU IV, inclusion of unregulated compounds, local control

2020: Understanding of the true needs of the local environment achieved

Safety 2020: Road deaths -75 %
2030-2050: Introduction of autonomous driving

Traffic 2020: Telematics and traffic management enable congestion and stress free highway driving

Noise 2020: Adequate noise level to the ambient. Holistic approach for real world noise reduction.
2030-2050: Further reduction in urban noise towards WHO targets

Recycling 2020: 85 %, introduction of useable cradle-to-grave analysis standard
2040: 95 % by weight, low environmental impact of disposal of the last 5 %
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3
basic research is needed, to solve the problems of energy

storage, especially batteries.

Major concerns with most of all these alternative

solutions are production costs, and for gaseous fuels the

distribution and improvement of storage solutions; if there

is no breakthrough improvement in this area, alternative

fuels will remain marginal and will serve only niche

markets. All future research initiatives must consider fuels,

engines and aftertreatment as interactive systems.

3
Encouraged by the European Commission's above-

mentioned target for alternative fuels, the portfolio of

available fuels will become more heterogeneous by 2020.

The introduction of several new fuels is a challenge due

to the costly proliferation of many different engine and

emission control technologies, and a parallel proliferation

of supporting fuel infrastructures. In some cases these new

fuels or blends may be synergistic with new combustion

modes, but this remains to be verified. 

Conventional Fuels: The main fuels for transportation, i.e.

gasoline and diesel fuel, will not change dramatically but

fuel specifications will further evolve. Both will become

practically sulphur-free (10 ppm sulphur achieved in

2009), and other property improvements should be

evaluated strictly with regard to well-to-wheel efficiency

and CO2 impacts. 

Advanced conventional fuels: These are mainly mineral-

oil-based, such as syn-fuels and blended fuels. They are

directly linked to future combustion requirements and/or

optimisation constraints. Pure or blended fuels must be

considered. For liquids from natural gas or coal, cost and

CO2 have to be tracked.

Alternative fuels: Natural gas, biomass to liquid fuels, bio-

fuels and hydrogen are the main candidates of the very

ambitious alternative fuel proposal. Large-scale

production facilities are still missing (apart from natural

gas) and it can be estimated that there also is an

optimisation potential in the production processes when

building up those production facilities. Nevertheless the

major issue with these fuels is how to produce, store and

distribute them at a competitive price. It is assumed that

pure hydrogen could only attain a non-negligible market

share beyond the considered time period, by 2030 and

later, for example also as a valuable 'add-in' for biomass-

based renewable fuels. Production of hydrogen from

hydrocarbons either in the plant or in the vehicle is not

efficient with regard to CO2 and the security of supply

objectives, and does not seem to be a feasible long term

solution. The production of hydrogen from electricity via

electrolysis is needed in large scale quantities and not

only for niche applications. This seems not feasible from

renewable sources only. Therefore the use of nuclear

power is one option but would definitely lead to a

general political discussion on energy supply.  The other

alternative liquid fuels are in a slightly better cost situation

even if there are concerns about massive biomass

production in relation with food target use. 

Hydrogen  could serve  as an intermediate vector for the

possible use of electricity in road transportation. As the

electricity distribution grid is largely existing and

competitive, research on efficient and cost-effective on-

board electricity storage development should not be

overlooked as an interesting solution, especially when

combined with CO2 control of power generation (CO2

centralised sequestration process potential). Focussed

ENERGY AND FUELS: 
OBJECTIVES AND IDENTIFIED BREAKTHROUGH
TECHNOLOGIES
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2005 2010Time 2015 2020 2025 2030

ENERGY AND FUELS

Volatility, octane number PFI and SID new enginesGasoline

Refinery optimisation HP CIDI new enginesDiesel Fuel

New bases, new characteristics from combustion modeGasoline

New bases, new characteristics from combustion modeDiesel Fuel

Raw materials, process, optimal blend or dedicated enginesEthanol, Fame

Process, optimal blend in conventional dieselBiomass-to-Liquids

Composition and purity, dedicated engine, infrastructureNGV

Composition, dedicated engines, infrastrucutre, CO2 well to tankLNG

Limited availabilityLPG

Infrastructure, well-to-wheel CO2DME

Well-to-tank CO2 emissions from power generation, on-board storageElectricity

Production (on-board or centralized) and well-to-wheel CO2, availability, infrastructure (from storage to distribution)Hydrogen

Dedicated engines, net or blended, well-to-wheel CO2, toxicity
Exotic and Liquids Fuel
like GTL or MeOH

Conventional Fuels

Advanced Fuels

Alternative FuelsGeneral Cost Issues

Basic research

RESEARCH DEMAND:

Applied research

Techn. development

Roadmap of breakthrough technologies

The key technologies identified in FURORE are illustrated in a bar chart. The diagram shows the most important key technologies for  each

area. In a timeframe from 2000 to 2030 the bars explain the time which is necessary for basic research (blue), for applied research (yellow)

and for final technical development resulting in market launch (green). As the definite date can not be predicted exactly, the transition of

colours between these categories is smooth. 
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technology has extremely low NOx emissions and may only

need oxidation or three way-catalytic converters.

Light-duty diesel engines - 
state-of-the-art technology until 2007
The significance of down-sized diesel engines will also

grow in the next decade, because of increased

supercharging rates, intercooling as well as the possibility of

electrically assisted turbochargers and variable valve train

concepts, which enable an optimised torque and transient

characteristic. A specific power output up to 70 kilowatt per

litre seems to be reachable. Compared with current diesel

engine technology, a fuel consumption benefit of up to 25

percent is predicted as a result of  down-sizing measures

and further reduction of friction losses.

Advanced fuel injection systems, which allow an adapted

injection characteristic such as pilot, split and post

injection as well as rate shaping, will reduce the local

exhaust emissions substantially, perhaps avoiding the

need for additional particulate and NOx control devices

in small to medium vehicles. Also injection nozzles with

variable injection-hole size will be a part of these

advanced diesel engine concepts.

Heavy duty diesel engines - 
state-of-the-art technology until 2007
The challenges for the heavy duty engine are similar, with

greater emphasis on emission control but a stronger

market desire for efficiency in order to reduce operating

cost. Fuel consumption and NOx/PM emission will be

addressed by combustion process improvements,

including application of flexible high pressure fuel

injection, four valves per cylinder, improved boosting,

electronic control and low oil consumption. There are a

variety of combustion process philosophies with

corresponding emission control needs. Exhaust gas

recirculation (EGR), particulate traps, selective catalytic

reduction (SCR) based on urea in combination with

oxidation catalyst and lean NOx traps will be used.

Diesel engines: 
technology trends until 2020
To obtain further reductions in emissions and fuel

consumption, sub-system variability will increase for both

heavy duty and light duty diesel engines, enabled by

advanced control systems. To increase the degree of

down-sizing, in-cylinder peak pressure will increase,

calling for new engine design concepts including

supercharging and improved materials. With single cycle

control strategies, emissions will decrease further. A

greater step in NOx emission reduction in a wide

mapping area will be expected for homogeneous charge

compression ignition (HCCI) in the part load range

without full load fuel consumption penalties.

Aftertreatment - 
state-of-the-art technology until 2007
Aftertreatment systems for 2007 are mostly visible today.

Existing aftertreatment technologies - three way catalyst,

DeNOx catalyst, oxidation catalyst and diesel particle

filter - will be continuously improved regarding cost, size

and efficiency. The first SCR systems based on urea will

soon be implemented on truck engines.

Aftertreatment - 
technology trends until 2020
In this timeframe advanced aftertreatment systems for

diesel engines will be the greatest challenge. Key

4
Vehicle propulsion system technology development is an

evolutionary process, influenced by the requirements of

customers, the legislative boundary conditions like

emissions and safety standards, the energy resources and

prices influenced by production/distribution costs and not

in the least by excise duties and taxes. The general targets

for technology trends and visions are energy

consumption reduction, near zero emissions and

alternative fuel compatible power systems.

Spark ignition engines - 
state-of-the-art technology until 2007
In the near future, the importance of down-sized spark

ignition engines will increase considerably. Boosting

(supercharging and turbocharging) will be combined with

displacement reduction, sometimes with new, redesigned

engines. The feasible reduction in cylinder displacement is

up to 40 percent, with a corresponding benefit in fuel

consumption and carbon dioxide emissions of up to 20

percent. The adoption of direct injection will be another

means of improving engine efficiency, but in terms of costs,

these engines with stratified combustion are more expensive

than conventional spark ignition engines due to the need

for advanced injection technology and additional nitrogen

oxide aftertreatment. As an interim step, direct injection with

homogeneous combustion (enabling conventional emission

control) in combination with supercharging will take a

growing market share. Variable valve trains enable a

significant fuel economy increase and CO2 reduction up

to 20 % respectively. Another option are concepts with a

variable compression ratio (VCR) in combination with

downsizing, which offer (for supercharged engines) a

potential up to 25 % CO2 reduction. Finally, first low cost

belt driven starter generators operating at 14V will reduce

fuel consumption by enabling automatic stop/start, but

without re-generative braking and torque support which

require 42V systems. Naturally, many of these technologies

can be effective in combination but research work must be

carried out to find a cost-effective solution for high fuel

economy for each vehicle type. 

Spark ignition engines - 
technology trends until 2020
For the time span to 2020 it is most likely that above-

mentioned technologies will further evolve and will feature

advanced, adaptive control of these flexible sub-systems,

using new sensor technologies. New combustion systems

such as controlled auto-ignition with very low engine out

emissions of NOx and particulates will be realised to be

effective in a wide engine map area and without full load

penalties. Some evolution of fuel properties may support this

new combustion philosophy. Spark ignition engine

technology is fully compatible with both natural gas and

hydrogen, and when logistical problems are solved and if

energy policy promotes these fuels into the marketplace,

combustion systems tailored to these fuels will emerge.

Extreme-charged lean burn spark ignited combustion

processes are promising in this respect too. This combustion

POWERTRAIN INCL. EMISSION & AFTERTREATMENT: 
OBJECTIVES AND IDENTIFIED BREAKTHROUGH
TECHNOLOGIES
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and "42 Volt boardnet", in combination with a down-sized

engine, are set to become a widespread measure for

reducing fuel consumption and emissions, especially in

city traffic. This "mild hybrid" technology provides good

fuel saving potential by applying engine shut off and brake

energy recovery, and by using the electric motor to assist

for improved launch of vehicles with down-sized engines.

Costs, weight, reliability and increased complexity were

identified as the hurdles and barriers for this technology.

Research has to be done on electric machines, the

integration of the Starter Generator, the control system and

the reduction of weight. Nevertheless hybrid technology

with a high share of electrical power calls for a greater

change to the powertrain of a conventional vehicle. New

transmissions, clutches and big electric machines are

needed, together with high power batteries, which remain

very expensive and not sufficiently developed. Research is

needed on the components in a hybrid powertrain, like

new transmissions, electric motors, batteries and supercaps.

Also the integration and control of all the components is

an important issue. Despite the additional complexity and

components compared with the conventional powertrains,

full hybrids will slowly penetrate the market. Particularly the

cost/fuel & emission saving ratio has to be considered. A

4
technologies for the most stringent NOx and PM control

are cooled EGR, high pressure fuel injection, diesel

oxidation catalyst, diesel particulate filter, catalytic

reduction of NOx by SCR or NOx-adsorber, and

combinations of these, depending on needs of market

and exhaust emission regulation for world-wide emission

development strategies. System integration including

electronic on board diagnostic (EOBD) is an absolute

must, i.e. combustion systems, mechanical systems, control

systems, aftertreatment systems, and measurement systems

have to be optimised as a whole to meet market demands

and legislation requirements. Durability and reliability of

the various systems still need to be proven before

production release. The time for this is very short. This

applies particularly to aftertreatment systems for NOx and

PM, since NOx-adsorbers and diesel particulate filters for

heavy-duty diesel engines are still in the laboratory

development phase. The combination of NOx trap and

particle trap in one system offers cost and fuel

consumption advantages. Improved SCR technology with

improved reduction agents can reduce the cost of NOx

aftertreatment systems. Non-precious metal aftertreatment

systems are the hope for future cost and resources

savings. However, the pollutant transformation efficiency

still needs intensive research work.

Transmission and driveline 
The desire for CO2 reduction, combined with market

demand for best driveability, will cause a significant

change in the European transmission market. It is unlikely

that the conventional automatic transmission will gain a

much larger market share, due to its fuel economy penalty,

although the adoption of torque converter locks and six

or more ratios will mitigate this effect. Continuously or

infinitely variable types (CVT, IVT) offer improved

efficiency especially for bigger displacement engines.

Robotised transmissions (automated-manual, AMT) offer

significant fuel economy benefits (typically 5 %), but the

driving experience will remain compromised by the

interruption of torque during shifting, developments are

ongoing to avoid this disadvantage. Market penetration

will be significant but limited to smaller vehicles. The dual

clutch transmission (DCT) offers almost as much benefit

but with seamless shift quality under most conditions. This

technology could achieve very significant penetration of

the market if manufacturing costs prove competitive in

high volumes. The popularity of four wheel drive will

continue to increase in this time frame, particularly in

lifestyle-orientated vehicles based on front-wheel-drive

platforms. Premium vehicles will adopt increasingly

sophisticated technologies for distributing drive torque

between the wheels in a safe manner.

Hybrid and auxiliary power units
Increasing on-board electric power requirements, together

with a desire for powertrain efficiency improvement,

creates a need for hybrid-electric technology and auxiliary

power units. Hybrids with an Integrated Starter Generator

POWERTRAIN INCL. EMISSION & AFTERTREATMENT: 
OBJECTIVES AND IDENTIFIED BREAKTHROUGH
TECHNOLOGIES
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2005 2010Time 2015 2020 2025 2030

PRIME MOVER
Increased specific torque/power+boosting (+VCR)

Direct injection (stratified)

SI Engines

Fully variable valvetrain

Controlled auto ignition CAI

Variable engine with combined combustion systems

Alternative gaseous fuels

ISGHybrid

Parallel/series hybrids

Electric Advanced batteries and supercaps

Electric motors

Fuel Cell H2-storage systems

H2-infrastructure

Stack technology

CI Engines Increased specific torque/power+boosting+intercooling

Advanced fuel injection systems

HCCI with combined combustion systems

Variable engine (valvetrain)

High speed concepts

Basic research

RESEARCH DEMAND:

Applied research

Techn. development
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and for conditioning of the fuel cell. Fuel cell stacks show

best efficiency at part load which is favourable for inner

city driving. The stack is only one part of the fuel cell

power train efficiency - it is necessary to take into account

the air system, the thermal management, the cabin

heating/cooling, the cooled climate start (freezing of

combustion water in the cell), the electric machine and the

power converter, which decrease the overall powertrain

efficiency. On top of this, the efficiency of the reformer (if

used) and well-to-tank efficiency of fuel production have

to be considered. Combining these factors, today's fuel

cell vehicles using non-renewable hydrogen do not offer

an improvement in well-to-wheels efficiency over the best

IC-engine hybrid technologies. As the fuel cell technology

is relatively new, high basic and applied research efforts

are necessary to reduce production cost, increase overall

energy efficiency and to reduce size and weight. To

overcome these problems, real breakthroughs in the stack

and fuel storage technology are necessary. The market

chances of fuel cell vehicles are generally assessed more

pessimistically than a few years ago expecting it mainly in

niche applications also for the period after 2020.

4
different approach, which reduces the many issues related

to batteries and electrical energy storage in general, is the

use of small, efficient auxiliary power units (APUs) to

supply basic power needs, supplemented by a main

internal combustion engine providing high power. 

Fuel cells or combustion engines (perhaps innovative

linear, or rotary types) are suitable as an auxiliary power

unit. Fuel cell systems as APUs require significant reduction

in cost, weight and size, both of the stack itself and also

for the fuel and air supply systems and the heat

management. Reforming of liquid fuels, or feasible

hydrogen storage will be required. The reformer adds

complexity and costs to the fuel cell system. Reformers for

gasoline and diesel are in a very early technological stage

and a lot of research is needed to guarantee the hydrogen

generation during the transient operation in a vehicle. 

Technology visions beyond 2020
It is likely that the "variable" combustion engine, with

highly variable subsystems under the control of a

sophisticated overall powertrain management system, will

continue to evolve in combination with improved, partly

renewably sourced, fuels. The diesel homogeneous charge

compression ignition (HCCI) and gasoline controlled

auto ignition (CAI) combustion processes, which have

many similarities, may merge along with fuel properties

into a "combined combustion system". In combination

with the improved aftertreatment technologies, "zero

impact" emission levels will be reached.

In combination with advanced transmissions (probably

dual-clutch or infinitely variable type) with high efficiency

and flexibility the energy consumption of vehicle power

trains will be reduced further. Together with new materials

and new design rules a specific engine power of 150

kW/litre for gasoline and 75 kW/litre for diesel engines

can be expected. Electric hybridisation may be

commonplace beyond 2020, both as an efficiency

improvement enabler and provider of extra power needed

for x-by-wire systems. Significant improvements, and

possibly a breakthrough in energy storage technology are

required to overcome the major hurdle, provided that the

research effort has been supported in the intervening

years. Thus, if there is more CO2-free electrical energy

available from renewable or nuclear sources, battery-

electric vehicles have to be discussed again. Pure battery

vehicles already exist in niche applications and have been

under research for decades. The main research field is

consequently the battery, which has to be improved

regarding energy and power density, reliability as well as

with regard to cost reduction. For the electric powertrain

itself new, more cost-effective and material-saving

production methods for electric motors are an issue.

Fuel cell vehicles running on hydrogen have the

advantage of being real zero-emission vehicles.

Technologically, they can be considered as electric

vehicles in which the battery has been replaced or

supplemented by a fuel cell. In many applications a

secondary, conventional battery will be needed for start-up

POWERTRAIN INCL. EMISSION & AFTERTREATMENT: 
OBJECTIVES AND IDENTIFIED BREAKTHROUGH
TECHNOLOGIES
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2005 2010Time 2015 2020 2025 2030

APU Fuel cell reformer technology

Fuel stack technology

Innovative engine concepts

Propulsion System Reduction friction loss (oil free)

Materials

ECU: advanced control strategies

Combined combustion system with designed fuel

Aftertreatment Advanced NOx adsorber catalysts

Reduced precious metal catalysts

Advanced HP injection

Diesel particle filter

NOx-conversion

4-way catalyst

Advanced sensors

Advanced catalyst coating

Conversion unregulated

Transmission Automated manual

Automatic transmission

CVT, IVT

Dual clutch transmission

Four wheel drive

Basic research

RESEARCH DEMAND:

Applied research

Techn. development
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5
Passive safety:

In spite of the significant improvements in vehicle safety

which were achieved in the past 25 years, the current

number of deaths and injuries plus all the associated

social and economic costs must still be regarded as

unacceptable. The feasibility of a 'maximum-safety-vehicle'

needs to be investigated. New ways for safe transportation

of children need to be developed, as well as systems for

automatic restraint of luggage/objects. A particular

challenge in the field of vehicle safety is the trend towards

smaller and lighter, more fuel-efficient vehicles and

presumably the increased usage of electrical or hybrid

vehicles for environmental reasons. An optimal

combination of various technologies is required to offer

passengers of these lighter vehicles a similar level of

protection to that of conventional vehicles. General

strategies to improve passive safety aspects are the

influence on crash conditions, for instance by improving

the environment (e.g. deformable guide rails), by improving

vehicle crashworthiness (e.g. energy absorption), by

influencing the impact motion of the human (e.g. seatbelt).

New safety concepts such as so-called 'intelligent' or

'smart' restraint systems that adapt to the actual accident

condition and to the particular occupant shall be able to

protect car occupants better than current restraint systems.

These systems shall require information obtained from

sensors in the car and shall be able to intelligently manage

the levels of restraining forces and how they are applied to

the occupant. A prerequisite for further research are

comprehensive accident statistics and investigations (e.g.

creation of an international accident database). Apart

from these technologies a further potential to significantly

improve road safety lies in the development of education

and training programmes for drivers.

Active safety:

Active safety embraces a number of areas from pre-crash

warning and prevention to post-crash rescue management.

Active safety as a production technology is very much in

its infancy, with huge potential to create an impact on the

harmful effects of road traffic accidents, both to occupants,

pedestrians and third parties. The ultimate goal is often

seen as an "accident proof vehicle", which informs the

driver of hazards and intervenes where necessary to avoid

disaster. Linked to this topic is the issue of "driver support".

Again this is a complex issue, starting with simple

provision of information (navigation, route planning,

avoidance of traffic), and then assisting or taking over

handling functions from the driver (smart cruise control,

lane following, road trains, and ultimately full self driving),

a highly attractive proposition but facing a major hurdle of

public acceptance and legal problems to overcome. 

Short term research needs (~2010) are generally aimed at

making the first active safety technologies robust, affordable

and desirable. Medium term needs (~2020) are aimed at the

introduction of desirable and affordable partially-

autonomous vehicles with a high degree of integrated on-

board intelligence. For the long term (+2030) the focus is

on a successful transition to autonomous systems.

ACTIVE AND PASSIVE SAFETY: 
OBJECTIVES AND IDENTIFIED BREAKTHROUGH
TECHNOLOGIES
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2005 2010Time 2015 2020 2025 2030

Passive Safety Accident statistics and investigations

Biomechanics & improved physical, virtual assessment tools

Improved and new vehicle test methods

Energy absorbing structures & new lightweight materials

New intelligent safety concepts & structures

Advanced sensor technology

Driver Info,
Warning & Comms

Lane following - warning

Image enhancement / night vision

Image recognition

Vehicle-interactive traffic management

Vehicle-vehicle-infrastructure warning systems

Active distress systems

Driver & Driving
Style Monitoring

Driver alertness and health monitoring

Black-box systems

Intervention / auto takeover

X-by-Wire Systems Brake-by-wire

Steer-by-wire

Weather-reactive chassis control

Hazard Recognition

Telematics enabled traffic flow

GPS / road topography

Image recognition

Smart/Self Driving

Lane control

Road train - truck

Road train - car

Auto braking

Auto swerving

Smart speed limiters

Basic research

RESEARCH DEMAND:

Applied research

Techn. development



breakthroughs, especially on the level of "brand" sound

design purely with such material solutions.

Active noise technology has been researched and

developed for more than a decade but so far the

successful applications in vehicle design remain very

limited. Advances on the level of materials for realising

low-cost, high-performance and reliable actuator

solutions, or even solutions integrated with the structural

material into smart components, have great potential.

Especially in the context of low-weight designs, active

control may be the only solution to achieve acceptable

noise behaviour. And in view of sound "branding", active

noise control offers a direct solution, allowing adaptable

target functions to be implemented. The real challenge to

carry out the required performances in a design cycle of

less than 18 or 24 months requires drastic front-loading

of the functional performance engineering process at the

earliest design stages and a link to multi-disciplinary

optimisation, which is not yet possible at the required

accuracy and speed. 19
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In terms of noise-reduction, FURORE focused only on

vehicle technologies and not on the whole holistic

approach (including infrastructure, landscape planning,

traffic management, etc.). The main technologies for the

reduction of exterior noise have to reflect the priority

ranking of the noise reduction topics: tyres, engine,

exhaust and intake system and vehicle driving condition.

For the further development of quieter tyres, a still deeper

understanding of the noise generation mechanism is

required despite existing knowledge and the ongoing

research activities in this field. For the reduction of engine

noise, one approach will be the full encapsulation of the

engine (and transmission) itself or the engine bay of the

vehicle. In both cases, an improved, sophisticated thermal

control of the encapsulated volume will be essential to

overcome any heat balancing problems. Further research

needed to improve the control of combustion noise also

under critical operating conditions such as cold start and

warm-up phases, low idle, part load conditions and high

load accelerations. 

Within the field of vehicle exterior noise, orifice noise

emissions from exhaust and intake systems are suitable

for active noise control applications which might also be

applicable to tyre noise. However, technologies providing

efficient, reliable, producible and low cost solutions for

this field of application are still to be developed. The

same applies for highly damped materials for load

carrying structures of engines, gearboxes and other

vehicle components, alternative powertrain systems

(without internal combustion engine) and intelligent

management of engine and transmission for optimum

and quiet operation. The further development of

simulation techniques has to be part of future research

activities in order to simulate physical processes more

precisely and to increase the accuracy of predicted results.

Improved simulation approaches are needed for the noise

emission behaviour of the whole vehicle and relevant

noise sources as well as for the noise and vibration

behaviour of individual vehicle components. Research

activities must be continued to develop new or improved

test methods for the vehicle noise emission which reflect

the real traffic situations in a much better way than

realised today.

The issue of interior noise (and vibration) in road vehicles

is very different from exterior noise in the sense that the

main driving forces are not coming from legislation but

from customer as well as manufacturer requirements.

Interior noise aspects cannot be seen independently from

other critical vehicle performances such as passive safety,

vehicle handling, fuel consumption, thermal comfort,

durability, communication and entertainment. With some

of these parameters, this leads to conflicting design

requirements. The main sources for interior noise are

combustion, rolling and aerodynamic noise. Passive noise

reduction involves many of the solutions already discussed

with exterior noise, such as local noise shielding, advanced

mount and innovative high-damping low-weight materials,

quieter tyres etc. However it will be difficult to make major

EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR NOISE: 
OBJECTIVES AND IDENTIFIED BREAKTHROUGH
TECHNOLOGIES
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2005 2010Time 2015 2020 2025 2030

EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR NOISE - NVH
Exterior Noise New concepts for low-noise tyres incl tyre/road interaction

Highly damped materials / new powertrain design concepts (chassis)

Quieter idle & acceleration noise (engine)

Alternative low-noise powertrain system

Concept to decrease low frequent noise

Active noise control

Intelligent management of powertrains for quiet operation modes

Encapsulation with improved thermal control for enhanced shielding

Interior Noise Quieter idle & acceleration noise

Alternative low-noise powertrain system

Advanced materials / design concepts

Standard testing procedures / target setting / human perception

Active NV cancellation

New concepts for low-noise tyres incl. tyre/road interaction

Intake / exhaust / sub-systems incl. simulation

Aeroacoustics

Simulation / design evaluation / air-borne & structure-borne vibrations

Basic research

RESEARCH DEMAND:

Applied research

Techn. development
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As vehicle weight has increased in recent years through

the addition of many comfort and safety devices, in the

future weight reduction will be one of the most important

issues. All investigations show a direct link between

vehicle weight and fuel consumption. Reducing vehicle

weight, in any component or in total, is a strictly

accumulative measure and always advantageous.

Lightweight design can be achieved with different

methods focusing on material usage and vehicle

construction. The possibilities seen here must be

approached from a holistic point of view. So combining

different materials such as steel, aluminium and plastics

with different body structures such as frame structures and

shell structures need to be evaluated, taking into

consideration all relevant criteria. This means that besides

the technical realisation, life cycle analysis will also have

to be considered. Major technology areas are the

realisation of smaller and more flexible vehicle concepts,

the downsizing of all possible vehicle equipment, X-by-

wire systems without mechanical backup to optimise

package and weight at the same time, connecting and

joining technologies in order to support body modules

and multi-material design, and frame structures to support

high modularity. Furthermore, the design process

particularly needs to take into consideration at an early

stage all requirements for recycling and improved

dismantling technology. Post-processing for automotive

shredder residue, adequate separation of different

material types, the quality of recycled materials

(comparable properties to new materials) are also issues.

It is very important that decision makers are aware of one

contradiction: the need to decrease vehicle weight with

high performance materials which are usually not easy to

recycle and the desired recycling quotas put on standard

vehicles. A further prerequisite is that compromises in

vehicle safety are not permissible.

VEHICLE STRUCTURE: 
OBJECTIVES AND IDENTIFIED BREAKTHROUGH
TECHNOLOGIES 
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2005 2010Time 2015 2020 2025 2030

COMPLETE VEHICLE

Vehicle Structure Use of lightweight design / new materials

Modularisation

Joining techniques

Steel-frame structures

Multi-material-design

Recycling Design of components

Use of recycling friendly materials

Dismantling techniques

Separation techniques

Postshredding of ASR

Basic research

RESEARCH DEMAND:

Applied research

Techn. development
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Road transport technology has historically followed an

evolutionary path, with many small steps combining to

achieve significant and remarkable progress in reliability,

safety, comfort, performance and environmental impact.

This study concludes that this evolutionary approach,

promoted to a “fast track” pace by strategically focussed

research, is well placed to meet the challenges of 2020

and beyond.

In the year 2020 and beyond we will have an increased

plurality of different propulsion technologies, but internal

combustion engines will still be dominant. Most of all,

independent from future scenarios on propulsion systems

or fuels, it will be essential to save energy wherever

possible.

Adequate research investment in the evolution of proven

powertrain technology based on internal combustion

engines and conventionally-based fuels guarantees

global competitiveness of the European Automotive

industry together with reduced energy dependency and

improved environment. Research in completely new

technologies is an additional must to promote

sustainable advances in environment and energy

security. 

Apart from the needed technical research, only

improvements in terms of production, distribution and

storage will make fuel cell and hydrogen based

powertrain systems a competitive alternative. Vehicle

weight is crucial for both fuel consumption and safety

issues. Intensive research for new materials and

production processes including recycling technologies is

needed. Active and passive safety show great research

potential, and require an integrated approach to deliver

the best results. The same applies regarding noise: future

vehicle technologies focus on road/tyre interaction, the

engine, exhaust and intake system and the vehicle driving

condition. Advanced simulation techniques are necessary

to establish basic detailed knowledge in order to simulate

physical processes more precisely and to increase the

accuracy of predicted results.

A holistic system approach which integrates the

concerned stakeholders (infrastructure, vehicle

manufacturers, research providers etc.) and the concerned

scientific areas (materials, electronics, telematics etc.) will

lead to remarkable technological progress. The

integration of specific and generic technologies as well as

development tools and platforms will lead to better, faster

and cheaper research results, finally crucially

strengthening the sustainable development of the

European road transport sector.  

CONCLUSIONS 
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Further information about the FURORE network and the entire FURORE R&D Technology Roadmap document are
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